School Cleaner
Full-time - Commencing May 2022
WCCS is committed to transforming lives by the proclamation of the gospel and the delivery of an excellent Christian
education, accessible to the whole community.

Position: School Cleaner
Framework (Head, Heart and Hands):
Our task can be seen within the framework of:
• Head (the ruling side of things – biblical rule of faith and practice, NESA requirements,
evidence based research, professional development),
• Heart (your passion for the gospel, for your subject, for shepherding your faculty members
and your students) and
• Hands (the practical component of what you do: administration, stewardship,
implementation in our situation).

Working at William Carey gives opportunity and responsibility for staff:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

To maintain a Christian lifestyle, growing in living God’s way; promoting and modelling an
understanding of living God’s way in God’s world as God’s image;
To develop their biblical worldview and to disseminate it.
To share the gospel with students and parents, pointing them to Christ.
To develop relationships with students, parents, colleagues and others that show the fruit
of the Spirit, seasoned with salt, modelling Christ in their interactions and being sensitive to
interpreting responses from students and parents who come from diverse cultural and
religious backgrounds.
To develop their professional skills, carrying out their duties in a competent and
conscientious manner, while seeking opportunities to improve their knowledge and skills,
including through participation in professional development.
To work cooperatively to maintain a consultative and collaborative workplace
To work humbly, following reasonable instructions given by their supervisor, complying
with school policies and procedures, and being accountable for their own actions and
decisions.

Essential Criteria:
• Working with Children Check clearance for employment.
• Be an evangelical Christian, able to fully subscribe to the school’s Statement of Faith.
• Cleaning Experience (preferable)
Role Objective
As a School Cleaner you will work with an experienced cleaning team that takes pride in presenting
clean and spotless school facilities each morning (5am-9am) and afternoon (2.30pm-6pm) to 1,300
students. Spread over ten hectares, you will be required to be involved in cleaning duties including
classrooms, toilets and general tidying of playground and garden areas.

Key Responsibilities:
In partnership with the Cleaning Manager, the School Cleaner will:
• Work effectively with a team of cleaners
• Perform cleaning duties including classrooms, toilets and general tidying of playground and
garden areas
• Perform duties in line with the Cleaning Roster and Work List requirements provided by the
Cleaning Manager
• Maintaining a safe work environment through utilising correct PPE, training and equipment
• The ability to be flexible and adaptable to all various works
• The ability to meet the physical demands involved in this position.
• Hours of work:
o Morning Shift - 5am to 9am
o Afternoon Shift - 2.30pm to 6pm

